
GFD 1 2011    Problem Set 4  (without ocean data examples which will be 
available asap)        P. Rhines, A. Gray          
  out: Weds 16 Feb 2011
  back: Weds 23 Feb 2011

Working with gridded atmospheric and oceanographic data.

   The first set of  notes on working with NCEP atmospheric data (attached below) introduced you 
to some basic plots with Matlab.  Work on problem 1a and choose any other problem from the list.  Write 
these up (preferably on your Google Doc but you can hand in a paper copy if  you like).  Typical 
length of  writing: 5 pages text (1.5 line spacing) plus innumerable figures.  Some of  the problems are 
quite short, so you could combine a couple.  (Generally if  you want to work on more two distinct 
problems that’s fine, but write up your two most productive ones.)

1.   Atmosphere: North-south sections
a.  Plot sections of  the zonal velocity on the Northern Hemisphere (y, p) plane.  Look for 

the core of  the jet streams (sometimes you see a separate low-latitude jet associated with 
the end of  the Hadley cell as well as the high-latitude ‘eddy driven’ jet that is strongest in 
winter).  Look at its latitude variation.    Now, plot meridional sections of  T and θ at 
some of  the same longitudes (overplotting contours of  u).  Describe what you see, 
particularly looking for steeply sloping surfaces of  constant θ (and T).  Pick out a few 
locations and test the thermal-wind equation, connecting north-south density gradient 
with vertical gradient of  u (vertical shear).  At this point it is important that your variables 
are numerically correct (the ‘offset’ and ‘scale factor’ are accounted for), so check this 
against textbook or journal plots, or maps on www.atmos.washington.edu/~ovens/
loops  .

  {optional: (a) Overplot the Earth topography, and pick longitudes of  major 
     topographic features (Rockies, Greenland, Andes, Himlayan plateau), with the zonal
     velocity and θ sections.  (b)  You could integrate the data on these plots to find the mass
     transport of  the westerly winds in Sverdrups (106 kg sec-1)}.

b.  Make vertical profiles (line plots versus pressure, p) of   potential temperature θ and in situ 
temperature T. Then, make meridional sections in both Northern and Southern 
Hemisphers (contoured on the (y, p) plane) noticing the great difference in the slopes of  
isothermal surfaces and potential isothermal surfaces.; again, identify the polar front and 
jet stream(s).  How do these plots vary with longitude and relate to Earth’s topography?  
Using the 1-day average NCEP data you can look at both hemispheres and all seasons.   
You could do a more complex task of  making horizontal (x, y) contour maps of  the 
height (in pressure or z) of  a single surface of  constant θ.  This involves some 
interpolation in the vertical to ‘track’ that surface as it slopes through a number of  
discrete pressure levels (where we have data). 

c. The buoyancy frequency N (= (gθ-1 ∂θ/∂z)1/2  is a key variable for waves and circulation, 
for example the Rossby deformation radius for rotating, stratified flows in the baroclinic 
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mode is  Rd = NH/f  where H is the vertical length scale of  the motion of  interest (like 
the inverse vertical wavenumber 1/m, of  a wave). This is a close analogy with the one-
layer model where Rd = (gh)1/2/f  = c0/f   because the stratified fluid has horizontal 
internal gravity wave propagation speeds cn ~ NH  for a nearly hydrostatic vertical mode 
with vertical length scale H. (recall σ=Nk/(k2 +m2)1/2 in general, but m/k>>1 for 
hydrostatic limit, so c = σ/k ~ N/m ~ NH). 

                     So, make plots of  Rd and N for the atmosphere, as functions of  y and p.  Use 
     finite-difference approximations based on the temperature data T(p), corrected for the
                effect of  pressure.  These
     combine with velocity data to give important parameters that suggest where flow 
                instability can occur...both small-scale instability (‘billows’) due to vertical shear 
    (like ∂u/∂z) and large-scale baroclinic instability (the subject of  GFD-2).  You could to on
    to map these parameters:
                the Richardson number N2/((∂u/∂z)2 + (∂v/∂z)2)  and the ‘Eady index’,   (f/N)∂u/∂z 
                which has dimensions 1/sec, and is a rough estimate of  baroclinic instability (the doubling 
                time for an ‘Eady wave’ being roughly N/(f  ∂u/∂z) ). An even rougher estimate of  Eady 
     index is  ~U/Rd where Rd =  c0/f  and  c0= NH, H being the vertical scale of  the
     unstable wave, which you could take to be simply the scale height of  the 
      density field RT/g.
  

d. Plot meridional sections of  v-velocity and use them to infer the overturning circulation, v 
and w velocities.  In the compressible atmosphere the ‘omega velocity’ ϖ is used instead 
of  the familiar w.  ϖ = Dp/Dt following a fluid particle, just the way w = Dz/Dt 
following a particle in normal fluid dynamics. See Gill §.6.17; the advantage of  pressure 
coordinates is that, being ‘mass-weighted’, the MASS conservation equation is simply ∂u/
∂x + ∂v/∂y + ∂ϖ /∂p = 0. This makes the very compressible atmosphere look like an 
incompressible one in x,y,z coordinates.  We have included the ϖ data in some of  the 
datasets, otherwise it can be calcualated for a zonally averaged section from ∂<v>/∂y + 
∂<ϖ >/∂p = 0, where <..> is a average over longitude (but..beware the effect of  
mountains!).  This is a challenging problem, but you can easily look at v(z, p) and even 
calculate the mass transport north-south in Sverdrups.

e. In the previous problem, read in the specific humidity field and calculate the Sverdrups of 
moisture transport north-south in individual sections and in zonal- and time-averages.   
Now make some horizontal maps of  humidity and see how it relates to storms and storm 
tracks.  You could calculate the north-south transport of  moisture at a fixed latitude by 
multiplying humidity by v-velocity and integrating vertically over all pressure levels...how 
does this flux of  moisture vary east-west, around the whole globe?  How many Sverdrups 
of  water are moving meridionally at any given moment? 

f.
            f.  Using both contour plots and line plots (the plot command), look at the variation of   
                dynamic height with latitude and pressure.  Both individual longitudes and zonally 
                averaged data. See how it varies seasonally, noting the huge changes in the stratosphere.
                Do the same with zonal velocity.  

2.     Atmosphere: East-west vertical sections. In the NCEP data for Jan-Feb 2011 (posted on the 
class website),  make color-contour plots of  east-west sections, at several choices of  latitude.  



Preferably use axes of  longitude (degrees) and pressure (vertical). This way,  mass of  air is equally 
distributed.
  

a. Plot the vertical /horizontal structure of  high- and low pressure (same as high- and low 
dynamic height) features. 

              The geopotential height Z is  Φ/g where Φ is the geopotential (Gill §7.7).  It is good to   
          review the hydrostatic equation in terms of  Φ or Z (Gill eqn 7.7.1) and ideas like geopotential  
          thickness (proportional to temperature, eqn. 7.7.6) and specific volume anomaly for oceanographers   
          (just 1/(density anomaly), eqn. 7.7.3) which as in the atmosphere is integrated vertically to give 
          Z or Φ/g, and geostrophic horizontal circulation.  

b. the vertical structure of  meridional wind and kinetic energy (taking account of  the variation 
in density ρ with height...but just use the mean density at each pressure level for calculating 
KE).  Make a quantitative test of  the thermal wind equation using the stored velocity data (in 
this case v(x, p) ) and the stored temperature data T(x, p).  And, or, test geostrophic balance 
using the Z data and u,v data

c. the structure of  APE (available potential energy), in comparison with KE. Note that APE 
needs a ‘reference’ vertical structure, so for that use the x-averaged (longitude-averaged) 
vertical structure of  density.  Ref: Gill §7.8 which is quite long, but with useful results like eqn 
7.8.28   Note that the air temperature T is one of  the variables in the NCEP data, and 
potential temperature is a function of  T, p and reference pressure pr 

d. plot the time-mean east-west section of  dynamic height. At some latitudes there is a distinct 
‘tilt’ in the x-p plane, with the patterns of  dynamic height, z ( or v, or T, or θ) . See Gill’s Fig. 
12.13 and the idealized figures like 13.4.   Use the idea that the temperature is proportional to 
the thickness (the vertical distance between  dynamic height at two neighboring constant-
pressure surfaces, Gill eqn.7.7.6), show where it is warm and where it is cold along an isobaric 
surface.  Can you see how the tilt will mean that cold air tends to blow from the north and 
warm air from the south? (You also have T and v explicitly available and can plot these on top 
of  one another).  Recall also that to fully describe north-south flux of  thermal energy you 
would use dry static energy to take care of  compressibility effects.  

      e.  make videos of  some of  these plots (see m-file code for this in 2.1 notes below) and 
 describe what you see.

3.    Atmosphere: Horizontal maps
a.  Using the 4 times daily data (either 2011 or full-year 2010 data (the dataset on just a few 

vertical levels so as to save space) plot the Z dynamic height maps at 1000 HPa, 250 HPa 
and 30 HPa (near surface, top of  troposphere roughly and stratosphere) and follow 
cyclonic storm systems, the jet stream and the stratospheric polar vortex above. Look for 
relationships between these three levels.   Animations are particularly useful.  Then make 
summary plots on the longitude-time plane (x, t) and the latitude-time plane (y, t) as 
Hovmoeller plots at individual pressure surfaces of, say, meridional velocity v. With pcolor 
look for the movement of  individual storms and groups of  storms.  This can span both 
hemispheres and the entire longitude range.  Try to identify storm tracks  which can be 
defined as regions of  high kinetic energy (after time averaging). 



b.  We have begun to use potential vorticity (PV) in the theory, a field that essentially 
determines or describes much of  the large-scale circulation of  atmosphere and ocean.  
While we have as yet just talked about PV as

    q = (f  + ζ)/h
     in individual fluid layers with constant density, the generalization to the general stratified
     fluid is immediate...just calculate h as the thickness (vertically measured) of  layers
     bounded above and below by constant potential density surfaces. For a general fluid this
     results in the ‘Rossby-Ertel PV’,

      

 

qErtel = ρ−1 ωabs •∇θ

ωabs ≡ ∇ × u + 2


Ω

qErtel ≈ ρ0
−1(ζ + f ) dθ

dz
     Here ωabs is the absolute vorticity seen by a non-rotating observer, or the planetary plus  
     relative vorticity seen by a rotating observer. The second equation is quasi-geostrophic,
     linearized, using the mean density at a given level.  θ is potential temperature in the
                atmosphere or potential density in the ocean.  (See Gill §7.11)

 c.  Mapping PV in the atmosphere is a relatively new technique, but you can already see 
                videos at www.atmos.washington.edu/~ovens/loops  .  Here, we don’t have the data
               interpolated to constant θ surfaces in the atmosphere but it is still possible to make such
              maps on constant-pressure surfaces.  Calculate h by estimated ∂θ/∂p  from temperature
              data and make contour maps on these constant-p levels; compare with velocity and θ itself, 
   making a series of  ‘snapshot’ plots or videos. 
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Technical notes:
            Note the need to correct the data with offset and scale factor (see 2.1 notes below). I try to 
put these numbers in the .mat files of  NCEP data but don’t always succeed.  I will try to make these 
corrections for you.  You can check to see if  the numbers seem in the right range.

 I like to use pcolor and shading interp for contour plots (with colorbar and adjusting the 
colors with caxis .  Then to be more quantitative you can superimpose contour lines of  the same or 
another field,  using hold on, contour(….. ,’k’). The ‘k’ specifies black contours.  Matlab will 
sometimes rebel and wipe out your pcolor field and to cure this you need to reset the color palette 
after the plot is made (for example use the command caxis([280 380]) for potential temperature theta 
roughly in the range 280K-380K.  Another very useful technique is to overplot line plots at a few 
latitudes or levels, on top of  pcolor plots.  You may here also have to reset your caxis([  ])

            In horizontal mapping it is very interesting to plot two or more contour maps corresponding 
to different pressure levels.  If  pcolor is working properly you can add a base color plot too.  
 Contour plots like  contour(lon, p, squeeze(z( : , 5, : , 24)’) ) give you plots for latitude 15 
(55N) on day 6 (= 24/4) of  2011.  You can specify the number of  contour levels or the exact choice 
of  contour levels (use ‘help contour’ ) .  The z(…)’  is there to swap the indices of  the matrix.  -p is 
there to make the pressure decrease upward.  The p variable needs to be in your data-set (it is the 
vector of  pressure values for the 17 levels in NCEP data. Thus,
  p = [ 1000 925 850 700 600 500 400 300 250 200 150 100 70 50 30 20 10  ];  
    You often need to reassure matlab that the matrix is 2-dimensional by putting squeeze(z( :, 5, : , 
24)’) as in the plot command above.   If  the data is stored as integers then for pcolor and contour 
you need to convert to double precision by putting in the plot statement  squeeze(double(z( : , 5, : , 
24)’) . This is much faster and saves space, compared with converting the whole data matrix to 
double before plotting. 
     For horizontal mapping, it is often very good to use m_map projections (the ‘satellite’ projection 
is my favorite), as described in the 1.2 notes below 

     Almost any spatial plot (profiles, sections, maps) can be animated in time with great interest.  For 
the full-year datasets you can go through the seasons and through many ‘storms’ and wave events.  
You can abstract some of  this information on single Hovmoeller plots.   Movie making is described 
in the notes at the end, or there are numerous descriptions on the Web. 

Datasets:
  We will have on the website  … integer and double precision versions, and updated the 2011 
files to the latest available day.    The datasets will be:
 NCEP atmospheric data
 2010 full year daily-mean data  all levels  Z, u, v, T
 2011 Jan-Feb  4xdaily data (necessary for following fast-moving storms), all levels, stored in 
individual files for Z, u, v, T, omega velocity, specific humidity
  Earth topography
 low-resolution (20 nautical mile); higher resolution data easily found on the web, see 1.2 
notes below.
 Ocean hydrographic data
 individual WOCE sections and TTO sections:
 25W longitude north-south section of  Atlantic: station number, lat,lon,p, θ, S, dissolved 
oxygen, potential densities σ0 σ2 σ4, nitrate, phosphate, silicate
  Pacific north-south section WOCE



 gridded data (SODA assimilation model) for North Atlantic
 The gridded data is on pressure levels, including T, S, u and v velocities. 
 

_______________________
Google Doc projects 1.2:  Exploring NCEP atmospheric reanalysis data
GFD-1 Winter 2011   1 Feb 2011     to be revised frequently (stay tuned). We will load some ocean data and 
more NCEP data shortly. 

Some informal ideas related to NCEP atmospheric data.  The idea is to explore this data with 
Matlab (or other plotting/calculating tools available), and write your findings as a ‘journal’ in your 
Google Doc.  Don’t try to do everything, just pick out an idea or two.

2.  Make line plots of  dynamic height (Z) on const. pressure surfaces (essentially the pressure along 
horizontal surfaces) along meridians of  longitude, pole to pole, describe their main features and 
seasonal variation.  

3.  Space-time plots are extremely useful.  Try making a 
pcolor plot against latitude and time of  Z at 250 HPa 
(the top of  the troposphere).  Pick a couple of  
interesting longitudes.  What events show up?  

 
4.   Color contour plots (often with contour lines 
superimposed on them) are produced with 
      pcolor(..) as described in the earlier (ncep2010data-
gfd1.pdf) posted on the GFD1 website and attached 
below. Advanced plots involving potential vorticity (PV) 
are available at UW Atmos.   
      Sci. site: http://www.atmos.washington.edu/~ovens/
loops/wxloop.cgi?ipv295_pres+/-168//
      and these will become increasingly interesting as we 
look at PV in class.   
          

5.  Section plots (with axes latitude-pressure or longitude 
pressure) can show you vertical structure, and explore 
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thermal wind balance,  jet stream size and shape and volume transport. Animated, these sections can 
show you how the upper level (high-energy, high-speed) winds at the jet stream level  ~ 250Hpa 
interact with the near surface ~ 1000 Hpa or 850 Hpa winds and temperatures.  How does the 3-
month average (summer or winter) of  these fields compare with the instantaneous snapshot?  

6.  If  you have braved the installation of  M_MAP mfiles, look at maps of  Z1000 (Z at 1000 HPa),    
     Z500, Z250, Z50 and think about the variation in the circulation with height.  What does thermal   
    wind balance tell you?  Look at wintertime average ( something like mean(Z(:, :, 9, 1:360),4)  )   
    fields as well snapshots (fields at one time).  This can be done with x,y maps or sections or 
Hovmoeller x,t or y,t plots.
        How is the kinetic energy of  the circulation distributed vertically and horizontally? The winds 
often increase right up to the stratosphere (look here at a map view over the North Pole..with 
Matlab or the basic weather loops at atmos.washington.edu). But be sure to multiply squared velocity 
by density ρ to get kinetic energy. 
Play with the m_map commands 
to explore different   
    regions (these are set to look at 
the northern Atlantic region and 
Europe):

   m_proj('satellite', 'lon',
300,'lat', 65)  %% sets type 
of projection and 
   m_pcolor(lon,lat,z(:,:,
1,1)'); shading interp
   colorbar
   m_grid
('xaxislocation','middle');         
%% draws grid
   m_coast
('color','b','linewidth',1)   
    
   Here you might have instead 
   m_pcolor
(lon,lat,double(zint(:,:,1,1)
*scalefac+offset’)’ ); shading 
interp
instead if  you are using a version 
of  the data that is stored as 16 bit 
integers (which I named         zint 
( )    )rather than double precision 
floating point numbers (to save 
space in your computer).  

7. Today (1 February 2011) the 
temperature in Oklahoma City is hovering in the single digits (~ -10C=14F) with very strong winds 
and heavy snow.  How do these conditions compare with San Diego at the same latitude?  It was 
~80F (= a few days earlier What GFD ideas come into play in these events with cold Canadian air 
flowing south, just east of  the Rocky Mts?  (Look for cold air outbreaks/northerly (=southward) 
flow events in the NCEP winter data).  And go to 



www.atmos.washington.edu~ovens/loops   , for example
          http://www.atmos.washington.edu/~ovens/loops/wxloop.cgi?npole_h500_slp+/-168//
What events at the large (hemispheric-) scale accompany these cold-air outbreaks in the central US?

8.  Earth’s topography. What is the relationship between atmospheric circulation and Earth’s 
topography?  You can look at for example wintertime-mean dynamic height fields and see how they 
seem to relate to mountain chains and large ‘massivs’ or plateaus at the very large (hemispheric) 
scale.  How does this apparent influence vary with height?  { Note that near the ground the data is 
somewhat compromised: either sea-level pressure (available as a separate field at NCEP) or Z1000 at 
1000HPa is extropolated downward in regions of  high topography:  Greenland is 3km high and so 
neither SLP nor Z1000 exists there!  Data sets to plot topography with your NCEP data are widely 
available. One is ETOPO20 (20 nautical mile resolution that is 2 minutes of  latitude resolution or ~ 
1.8 km… a small file)   which I have set up as a .mat Matlab file at
                  http://www.ocean.washington.edu/courses/oc512/etopo20.mat
{ pcolor(lonn,latt,hh), shading interp, colorbar  }. 
     Try plotting meridional sections showing the topography (at a single longitude) with the zonal 
winds and constant T or constant θ surfaces on the same plot… choose longitudes with interesting 
topography (Himilayan Plateau, Andes, Rockies, Greenland).

   Much higher-resolution topography is available thanks (over oceans) to the remarkable use of  the 
ocean satellite altimeter combined with classic bathymetric data and with direct radar sensing over 
land.
ETOPO2 (2 n.m resolution, big file) is at 
                  http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/image/2minrelief.html
or ETOPO1 at 1 n.m. resolution
                 http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/global/global.html

9.  Storm tracks and Earth’s oceans.   How do oceans affect atmospheric circulation?  Consider the
 wintertime mean (say Jan-Feb-March...you could add Dec too either by using Dec 2010 or going to 
NCEP and getting Dec 2009).  Both mountains/plateaus of  topography and land/sea contrast in 
the lower boundary conditions affect the stationary waves and paths of  storms (low pressure 
centers).  Have a look at the ‘storm tracks’ where kinetic energy and meridional windspeed is large in 
the instantaneous data.  These could be mapped or you could go further by subtracting the winter-
mean Z1000 (the ‘stationary waves’ plus zonally averaged winds) from the time-dependent Z1000 
and forming the KE of  that difference (which is the ‘transient eddy KE or TKE’). Do the same at 
the jet-stream level (Z250, say).   Later on you could look at both wind-stress at the Earth’s surface 
and buoyancy flux from surface to  atmosphere which relate to this question.   What is the global 
pattern of  TKE?  What are the paths of  individual storms like?

   Now that we have brought up storm tracks, try making a Hovmoeller plot (longitude and time 
axes) of  the meridional wind (v) for various latitudes, through the year.  Do you see any sign of  
storms moving eastward and clusters of  storms appearing?  This relates to a fascinating discovery 
recently which I like to call the ‘billiard-ball’ effect.  More about this later.
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10.  On the Web:

NCEP data is available for downloading in netCDF format at

http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/reanalysis/reanalysis.shtml

    Basic global datasets. The usual unit is 1 year, 1 variable:  144 longitudes x  73 latitudes x 17 pressure 
levels x 1460 times (4 times daily) or ~ 520 Mbytes per unit.  Daily average data (less useful for 
either animations, timeseries or instantaneous snapshots) but still very good for exploring is 1/4 this 
size.  

    Subsets of  data. These are such big datasets (you want at least 2 variables, or maybe 6...like Z, u, v, 
omega [vertical velocity], T, specific humidity ). You can download just a subset of  this data (say, 
northern hemisphere, 1 variable, 1 pressure level which is 1/68 as big a file); see
http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/howtosub.html   Look for this icon

   with the link ‘make plot or subset of  data’.  It is not clear however how to select 
pick multiple pressure levels that are not contiguous. 

    Matlab. Matlab’s netCDF instruction set is new in ~ 2010 and takes some learning; they do not 
have the famous ncdump command which reads out the descriptive header, including a scalefactor 
and offset.  This is essential because the data is stored as integers which need to be converted:  
     truevalue = storedvalue*scalefactor + offset

I found a workaround mfile ncdfread.m from Ryan Eastman at UW Atmos Sci which allows you to 
read the header with some work. It is available at the Mathworks website or from him.  Once you do 
the setup work Matlab is a great tool for creative exploration.

   Online plots. You can also make plots online for example at http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/map/
time_plot/

    UW’s Atmos. Sci. web access to data is very good for recreating sets of  map fields and viewing 
animations of  both satellite IR temperatures, visible light images, water vapor, and model forecasts/
hindcasts, radar loops showing rainfall, MM5 regional high resolution maps and cross-sections of  
many kinds .. 
http://www.atmos.washington.edu/weather/more.shtml

    Time series and a limited set of  maps can be created online at the Dutch KNMI site’s Climate 
Explorer:  
http://climexp.knmi.nl/start.cgi?rhines@ocean.washington.edu

    Other plot softward. The NOAA oceanographers (notably Steve Hanken) in Seattle PMEL have built 
a fine mapping tool that loves gridded netCDF data, with none of  the Matlab hassles:  Ferret     
http://ferret.wrc.noaa.gov/Ferret/  It is not as general as Matlab for doing calculations but is very 
very quick for plots and simple calculations. 
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--
===========================
Earlier document handed out and posted on website:

GFD1  23 Jan 2011    Plotting NCEP atmospheric data in Matlab

%% The Matlab file  ncep-data-2010.mat contains daily average 
data for 2010,
 %% for the variables z, u, v, te, lat, lon, t on constant 
pressure levels (the variable p in HPa...or millibars)
 %% which are dynamic height (m), east vel (m/sec), north vel 
(m/sec), temperature (not potential temperature), lat 
 %% (deg), lon (east longitude, deg), time (hrs since 30 Dec 
0000).  theta (pot. temp) and density can be calculated from the
ideal gas equation of state.
 %% from NCEP reanalysis data at www.cdc.noaa.gov
   load ncep-data-2010.mat
 %% To get the calendar date from t use
 timestring=datestr(t/24+datenum('30-Dec-0000')) %% test for 1 
Jan 2010
 %% (there is some confusion over these weird dates used by NCEP
 %% check dimensions of arrays
 size(z)       % ...lon lat level time .. 144 73 17 365 
 %%  test plots
 %     near surface dynamic height (1000 HPa)
   contour(lon, lat, z(:,:,1,1)', 25);  %NOTE: transpose ( )' 
gets lat,lon correct ...note Matlab sometimes requires a
squeeze statement so it understands this is 2D as in the next 
line.
   contour(lon, lat, squeeze(z(:,:,1,1))', 25);      
 %     upper troposphere (150 HPa)
   contour(lon, lat, z(:,:,9,1)', 25);
 %      color shading  
   pcolor(lon,lat,z(:,:,9,1)'),shading interp; colorbar
 %      
 % north-south plot at 1 Jan and 60W longitude (lon=300E which 
is index 121)
   plot(lat,squeeze(z(121,:,:,1)))  % squeeze is needed to tell 
%Matlab this is just 2 dimensional 
   title(‘z vs. latitude at all 17 levels, 1 Jan 2010’)
% this is many 1D plots

% OVERLAYING CONTOUR LINES ON A PCOLOR PLOT

http://www.cdc.noaa.gov
http://www.cdc.noaa.gov


%   this can require a ‘fix’:  if you plot a pcolor 2-
dimensional plot and then overlay a contour-line plot with the 
contour (  ) command, you may lose the colors: this is because 
Matlab changes the caxis( ) values.  So if this happens, plot 
the pcolor firgure, then save your favorite choice of colors 
(the two caxis numbers) then plot the contour lines with ‘k’ for 
color black, and finally reset caxis ( ) so that the colors come 
back:
    pcolor(lat,-p, squeeze(u(125,:,:,1))’), shading interp       
    tt=caxis
    hold on
    contour(lat,-p, squeeze(theta(125,:,:,1))’,40,’k’)
title(‘zonal velocity and theta meridional section at 310E’)       
  note the matrix transpose )’) and squeeze( ) to keep Matlab 
happy

%   MAKING MOVIES 

%      movie of dyn height z at jet stream level  250 HPa
       figure
       hold off
       pcolor(lon,lat,squeeze(z(:,:,9,1)')),shading interp
       caxisfixed=caxis; colorbar
 for it=1:365
        pcolor(lon,lat,z(:,:,9,it)'),shading interp
        caxis=caxisfixed;
         timestring=datestr(t(it)/24+datenum('30-Dec-0000'));
         title(timestring)
         drawnow
 end

 % For horizontal maps, using map projections as described 
below, with the m-file package m_map  is very good.

Converting movies to other formats: you can save Matlab videos 
using the getframe command.
! for j=1:n
       [...   plot_command ...]
          M(j) = getframe;
       end
       movie(M)
 and you replay the movie within Matlab using movie(M) and save 
it using save [filename ] M
    To convert a movie to other formats: 
  .AVI file:  movie2avi command is available; to make a 
compressed file you have to specify a CODEC which is a tricky 



business. .avi files come in many forms and only some are 
playable without downloading the correct CODEC. Windows Media 
Player does pretty well, and Linux’s movie player is so-so.  
Apple’s Quicktime player is also so-so. It’s difficult to keep 
good quality without huge movie file sizes. Note: to reduce the 
filesize and memory usage, define a smaller box on the screen 
for the images; for example using subplot or 
   .MPG: use mpgwrite( ..) which can be found at the Matlab 
(Mathworks) website.
   Quicktime: To turn your video into a Quicktime movie for a 
Mac, there is free software on the web.  Here is one version:
http://cobweb.ecn.purdue.edu/~malcolm/interval/1999-066/

   Going the other way, the command mmreader will read many 
different video formats into  Matlab where they can be worked 
with.

 %   plot u-wind at all levels, longitude 60W on 1 Jan 2010
        plot(lat,squeeze(u(121,:,:,1))), grid
        title('zonal velocity at each pressure level, 1 Jan 2010 
60W')
 %   contour it
        pcolor(lat,-p,squeeze(u(121,:,:,1))'),shading 
interp,colorbar
        title('zonal velocity vs. latitude and pressure, 1 Jan 
2010, 60W longitude')
   
%%%%%% The following is optional but very useful set of m-files
%% for making more interesting lat/lon plots...  
%%  getting a good map projection and continental outlines with 
M_MAP %%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%    M_MAP set of m-files version 1.4  %%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%     http://www.eos.ubc.ca/~rich/map.html   %%%%%%%
%%%%
 
%% 1.  create a folder m_map 
%% 2.  download m_map as a .zip or tar-file; uppack and put  
%%              into your m_map folder
%% 2.  add this  m_map folder to your matlab path...try help 
m_contour
%%              to see that it's there
%% 3.  visit the m_map website of Rich Pawlowicz to learn more
%% 4.  set up the plot with commands similar to the following:
 
 

http://cobweb.ecn.purdue.edu/~malcolm/interval/1999-066/
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  m_proj('satellite', 'lon',300,'lat', 65)  %% sets type of 
projection and 
  m_pcolor(lon,lat,z(:,:,1,1)'); shading interp
  colorbar
  m_grid('xaxislocation','middle');         %% draws grid
  m_coast('color','b','linewidth',1)        %% draw coastlines
 %%
 %%  add contour lines
  hold on
  m_contour(lon,lat,z(:,:,1,1),25,'k');   %% it seems necessary 
to specify
                                          %% the color (here 
black 'k').
  %%   explore shading                              
  spinmap       %% explore shading
  caxis         %% find limits of color palette
  caxis( [8600 9400] ); colorbar   %% reset color range
   %%  make animation
  for it=1:50
      m_pcolor(lon,lat,z(:,:,1,it)'), shading interp
      m_grid('xaxislocation','middle');         %% draws grid
      m_coast('color','b','linewidth',1)        %% draw 
coastlines
      drawnow
      timestring=datestr(17610576/24+datenum('30-Dec-0000')) %% 
seems to work
      title(['time ' timestring ])
  end
  
  
  
      
      
      
 
%%  viewpoint (lat,lon)
m_grid('xaxislocation','middle');         %% draws grid
%m_coast('patch',[1 .85 .7]);             %% adds continents as 
patches
m_coast('color','b','linewidth',1);       %% or as lines
%% m_elev('contourf',[500:500:6000]);     %% use this if you 
want the
                                          %% earth-topography to 
be contoured
m_grid('box','fancy','tickdir','in');     %% details
 



colormap(flipud(copper));                 %% color map for 
pcolor plot
m_grid('xaxislocation','middle');
m_pcolor(lon,lat,z(:,:,1,1)’), shading interp


